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Introduction 
 In the heart of downtown Winnipeg, the Canadian Financial Diaries research team invites vulnerable 

individuals living in the area to participate in the weekly task of writing down sources of income and expenses. This, 

paired with weekly interviews, has paved the way for researchers to try and understand people's finances in order to 

see what can be done to change both Canadian policy and personal habits to help increase the financial wellbeing of 

vulnerable Canadians. As the Diaries continue to work with participants, small steps have been taken to try and 

make sense of the data coming in. Even though it is still early, samples have been analyzed to see what could 

emerge. This past spring, I had the chance to listen to three individuals talk about what financial literacy and 

wellbeing meant to them. These participants, all considered to be low- or modest-income or vulnerable, shared 

details of their life from childhood to current day that could help shape policies for financial institutions and 

government welfare. These interviews show in great detail the daily lived experiences of vulnerable individuals. 

These would likely be missed had the project relied solely on surveys or other quantitative research. It is hoped that 

with this mixed-methodology approach, the quantitative and qualitative data sets will fill gaps that each might have.  

 Through the process of listening, transcribing, and analyzing the early qualitative work described in this 

paper has found that at these three participants understand financial wellbeing as “having control” and see financial 

literacy as being developed mainly through practical uses of knowledge. This paper will first explain the concepts of 

financial literacy and wellbeing and the methodology used in the analysis. It will go on to explore how participants 

described financial literacy and how it has been developed in their lives including childhood experiences that 

influence decisions later in life, personal research, involvement with community and government programs, and 

putting knowledge into practice. The paper will then use this understanding of financial literacy to begin the 
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discussion of how participants described financial wellbeing and "having control". The two concepts, financial 

literacy and wellbeing, seem to be understood by participants as both separate and having influences on each other. 

 

 

Financial Literacy & Financial Wellbeing 
 The Diaries seeks to build off of two main concepts: financial literacy and financial wellbeing. The first 

involves how much a person knows about financial services available to them and is able to put that knowledge to 

good use. For example: a person who knows about online banking and uses its basic features regularly could be 

considered moderately literate but with much more to learn as they perhaps do not know how to send an e-transfer. 

They also may not yet understand other services like mutual funds. The idea with financial literacy is that the more 

literate a person is the more financially stable and less likely they are to make bad decisions (Investopedia, 2019). 

This is a theory being tested with this project. Secondly, financial wellbeing indicates how a person feels about their 

overall financial situation. Are they financially stressed on a daily basis? Or is money not something they think 

about often? Do they feel secure in their future? A person that goes day to day not worrying about their financial 

situation because they have things in order for now and have made plans for the future could be deemed financially 

well (CABA, 2019). However, the issue with both concepts tends to be that there is no one definitive point of being 

fully literate or well; the definitions seems to be more subjective. The Diaries takes up this issue by aiming to 

understand how its participants define financial literacy and wellbeing for themselves and perhaps those around 

them. Through analyzing three separate interviews I was able to hear how participants made sense of this literacy 

and wellbeing through describing their lives and the lives of those around them. 

 

Methodology 
 Using a qualitative analysis program called Nvivo, I was able to both listen and read the 3 (three) 

interviews all the while coding sentences and paragraphs. I read and listened through each interview multiple times 

to get to know how the participant talked and to see what jumped out at different points. I spent days just on one 

interview combing through each sentence to try and understand what exactly is being said or perhaps what is not 

being said but implied. This may at first sound like an illegitimate process, not grounded in science, or all just 

opinion. This is not true. Qualitative analysis has been established as a science and does indeed have processes to 

make sure there is a proper outcome (Braun & Clarke, 2013). It can be used either by itself in a research project or in 

tandem with quantitative methods which can bring out insights that would have been missed otherwise.  

 Imagine answering the question, "my childhood contributed to my learning of financial tools" on a 1 to 5 

scale. All you would be giving the researcher is your simplified opinion using the scale of "strongly disagree" to 

"strongly agree". Perhaps then the researcher wants more information, so they change it to an open question where 

you can respond by writing on the paper answering to, "Please explain the impact of your childhood on your overall 

financial knowledge". This is better, but the participant is still limited to the space on the paper, time, and to one 

question. They have no opportunity to respond to follow-up questions the researcher may have. Therefore, in order 

to gain a grander picture of what a person's childhood looked like, well-crafted interviews are needed. This is not to 
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say that surveys are not helpful as they can provide a large amount of needed data, rather it is to say that interviews 

are needed to compliment and fill large gaps. I have included an appendix for further discussion of methodology 

used. These also include questionnaires, consent forms, and analysis process in using Nvivo.  

 

 

Observations 
 

Making Sense of Financial Literacy  

 

Below is a model which represents how financial literacy is understood by the participants in broad terms. I 

used this model to try and illustrate how, even from childhood, there were experiences that built upon one another to 

create an overall understanding. All participants describe childhood experiences where they first started to learn 

certain values and began making connections to financial realities. Further, just as participants describe other 

experiences that built their understanding of financial literacy and wellbeing, each box below builds on the next to 

eventually create a larger picture of literacy. Even though the arrows flow in one direction and represent a language 

of “influences and/or causes”, it is reasonable to see a more complex pattern of influence. For example, “Exploration 

and Knowledge of Services” could flow in the other direction and influence which “social connections” are made. 

For a more focused understanding, however, a single direction of influence is used. Each heading will be discussed 

below along with their connections. 

 

Financial Literacy  

 

 

  

Childhood/Life Experience 

  

 Participants describe certain experiences in their childhood and growing up that have influenced their 

understanding of the financial world. Parents, siblings, and other family have given both experience in finances and 

social connections that will last a lifetime. An example of this is one participant learning from a young age that if 

they are going to use credit it needs to be done carefully: 

 “I grew up in a single-parent environment, quite dysfunctional. Seeing what happened growing up 

inside the home - my sister had a credit card, our mom took it and blew it right out of the park, 

maxed it out, and my sister ended up paying for that. So that taught me, ‘okay, you're not gonna 

Childhood/Adult Life 
Experiece

Values and Social 
Connections

Exploration and 
Knowledge of 

Services

Practice/Further 
Experience

Future 
Knowledge/Training
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get a credit card and lend it out to your mom because you could see that's not gonna work’. All I 

learned was what I observed, to learn who you can talk to and who you don't talk to because this is 

what I've seen happen” – R1 

This extends into adulthood. Experiences in everyday life have similar effects. Social connections are made as 

participants move through life from which lessons are learned: 

“And had a lot of experience with jobs that taught me where I was best at and where I wasn't.” – 

R2 

 

 

 

Values and Social Connections 

 

 Values learned by participants through childhood and other life experiences influence which social 

connections they make in life and see as valuable. The values learned have led them to either join a group of people 

that hold similar interests or have led to the breaking up of some social relationships. Social connections, both 

permanent and temporary, also influence how much the participant knows about what community, government, and 

financial services or tools exist: 

 

 “[My mother] is very smart and she also worked at the Royal Bank. She would not let go of that 

cent or that dollar. It would have to go to bat, and she would have her ledger going. I picked up on 

that and I do my own. And that's why I was for this study because it's the documentation and the 

writing everything down, and I have no problem with that because I have my calendars ready and 

everything like that. It works.” – R3 

 

 

Knowledge of Services  

 

 Of course, involved in knowledge of services is the research an individual does to grow a base of 

knowledge. Still, values learned from experience and connections influence what kind of research the participants 

do.  For example: GA1 spends considerable time researching a certain type of financial service in order to save more 

but disregards other services because of their connection to large corporations. This could possibly be due to 

education growing up and experience with social groups that have a distrust of large corporations. 

 

Practice/Further Experience 
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 All participants either implicitly or explicitly acknowledge that, in some form, the knowledge mentioned 

above has to be put into practice in order for them to be truly financially literate. They all see current experiences, 

including making mistakes, as a way to ground this knowledge: 

 

 R1:  So life experience will teach you and that's okay. I'm okay with that. 

 Speaker 2: Right. So if I understand what you're saying, a key part of it is knowing what 

resources are there for you. 

 R1:  Exactly. 

 Speaker 2: That you can use. Okay. But how do you know that stuff? 

 R1:  Exactly, unless you go through the experience. 

 

 

Future Training 

 

 All participants see the need to grow their knowledge through research, attending programs, and putting 

knowledge into practice at some point in the future. Therefore, they understand themselves to be at a comfortable 

level of literacy but still see considerable room for improvement.  

 

 

Financial Wellbeing 

 

 Similar to the model above, this new model below represents the connections that participants have made in 

their understanding of what it means to have financial wellbeing. All participants show that financial wellbeing 

means “having control” over their finances and their lives. This involves a complex combination of factors that are 

interdependent and yet have the clear outcome of control. This model is linear for simplicity. Here, “literacy” 

represents the entire model above consolidated into one concept. 

 

Financial Wellbeing  
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Literacy 

 

 All participants understand literacy to be a key component of their financial wellbeing. What “literacy” 

means here is not only watching videos or reading financial information but involves the complexity of the model 

shown in the “literacy” section above.  Here, literacy is a combination of learning from others, personal research, 

and learning by doing with other factors influencing the outcome of these three. Through this, participants see 

themselves as being able to take advantage of opportunities that help personal and financial growth through which 

their sense of control is increased. These opportunities largely manifest themselves through social connections. 

 

 

 

 

Values and Social Connections 

 

 As mentioned, values gained through the process of “literacy” and life experience heavily influence how 

participants interact with others especially in employment.  

 “But what I did was I made a mistake of being involved with somebody who was in the same 

company. And I just - clueless or having ignorance with relationships just, getting involved. But in 

the three years that relationship developed, it was not a good choice. And I didn't know what I was 

going through, that I could have had help for. So I asked them to just lay me off, put me on EI, 

because since I had started in that place, there was people laid off all the time.” – R1 

               In the quote above, R1 describes how they have learned through experience that some relationships are 

unhelpful or unhealthy. Because of this experience and because of prior knowledge of available services, she was 

able to quit her job and go on E.I. The learned values influence which social connections are strengthened or cut off 

which in turn can influence priorities. For example, R1 also mentions how she does not like E.I. and sees it as 

ultimately not the thing that will give her financial security or wellbeing. And yet here, she decides to use it because 

her priorities of what she needs and wants have shifted. 

 

 

Priorities & Employment 

Literacy
Values and Social 

Connections
Priorities & 

Employment
Saving/Spending 

& Tracking
Having Control
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 Another example of how social connections have influenced priorities is R2 and his saving habits: 

 “I had a sociology professor tell me once in class, the only real choice that you have in life is to 

not spend. That's the only choice. The big explanation about the illusion of choice in the consumer 

markets and that kind of thing. So, yeah. I really think that every dollar I save is ideologically a 

dollar that's not going to someone who I don't want it to go to. I'm keeping it in a place where I 

feel like it's more important. So, in that regard, I feel quite well about my finances.” – R2 

              While it is not ultimately clear where in his life R2 took on the value of saving as most important (as he 

talks of childhood experience with saving as well), here he notes how a social connection has heavily influenced his 

daily choices and priorities. Naturally, employment is key for all participants in having control of their finances. 

However, what is more implicit for all three participants is that the values, priorities, and social connections 

mentioned previously had an impact on how they have found employment and its quality. For example: jobs have 

been more easily found through social workers, volunteer experiences, or friends/community. In addition, at least 

two participants acknowledge that although they have been able to find temporary or part-time jobs, it was full-time 

secure jobs they had trouble finding. 

 

 

Saving/Spending & Tracking 

 

 For R2 saving is the highest priority and he is able to do it consistently through spending as little as 

possible and investing in GIC’s. Saving is also an important value for R3 and R1 however they are not able to do it 

as consistently. This is likely due to job security as they both see saving as very important but something they will 

do in the future when they get stable jobs.  

 For all three the concept of tracking their finances is very important. When asked, they dismiss budgeting. 

It seems all three kept track of their finances on paper before joining the program. But even stronger is the idea that 

the majority of the “tracking” is intuitive. It is a “gut” feeling coming from the priorities mentioned above. They are 

able to intuitively make sense of their “wants and needs” and have a general understanding of where their money is 

going based on this. As an additional tool, all three take advantage of some sort of financial service to find out how 

much money they have, to track finances, or to invest.  

 

Having Control 

 

 All of the above heavily influences how these participants understand their financial wellbeing. Ultimately, 

these things culminate in the idea of “having control” over their finances and direction in life: 

 R3 describes wellbeing as having the “freedom” to travel and do what they want while having enough to 

live comfortably.  
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 R2 is satisfied with their wellbeing as he feels in control over his finances and knows where his money is 

going. They are comfortable knowing that if they want they can go to school or make large expenses and 

not have to go into debt or use a credit card. This is largely to do with his saving habits. 

 R1 talked about wellbeing in a similar fashion to LS1 without explicitly saying “freedom”. She talked 

more about how a full-time job would solve most of her problems because she would have enough money 

to have control over the direction of her life. She would no longer have to depend so much on others and 

informal income.  

 Importantly, all three saw credit and debt as a way of losing control 

 Government and Social Programs 

o Welfare and training is seen as somewhat helpful in "having control" like smoothing consumption 

until something else is found. But these are also regarded as increasing dependence and ultimately 

not the thing that will help them get off the ground. Still, training programs seem to be important 

for participants especially in gaining new skills like using computers.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 What is clear is that these participants have lived full lives and their experiences show that it is not simply 

through willpower that they will become financially stable, rather it is a complex combination of values, social 

connections, knowledge, available tools, and priorities that will influence the outcome of their finances. The issue of 

life experience shaping values and priorities is one that should be explored in depth as it is clear that some priorities 

are there for life and others are more fluid. Also, social connections and how they influence the direction of a 

person's life could be explored as it leads to some services being used over others. Lastly the issue of tracking and 

budgeting needs to be explored as the differences and similarities of the two seems unclear to participants and these 

three did not see budgeting as useful. Some key factors personally learned through this work include: priorities are 

very susceptible to manipulation, many things are not set in stone that people may think are, there is no one simple 

answer to the question of what creates financial success, and all humans desire freedom of choice and to be free of 

worry. This preliminary data gives insight that surveys simply cannot provide and could influence the outcome of 

this project. It is a hope that through this work, policies made, would be able to draw on more wholistic data that 

encompasses a person's real lived experiences.  
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Appendix A. Methodology Continued 
 

Frameworks for Analysis  

 

 In the field of qualitative research, there are many paths a researcher can take. They first must ask what it is 

they want to find out. They then must pick a philosophical underpinning that fits best with their research question. 

For example, a phenomenological framework is where the researcher develops a questionnaire based on their 

interest on a certain phenomenon. Following the interviews, the researcher picks another framework in order to 

shape their analysis. Because I did not create the questionnaires or conduct the interviews used in this report, I had 

only to choose my framework for analysis. For this I used a combination of Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis 

(IPA) and Discourse Analysis (DA). IPA is focused on analysing individual lived experiences while interpreting 

meaning found in the shared experiences of individuals. DA, however, allows a researcher to delve deeper into what 

language a person chooses to use, why they are using it, and how it creates meaning within a context for both 

themselves and others (Braun & Clarke, 2013). For example, I used IPA when participants were talking about their 

childhood to understand the lived experience of learning from parents and others. I also used DA to analyze the kind 

of language that may have been used in their childhood to see how they use it today.  

 

 

Process 

 

 Using Nvivo 12 in my analysis I went through the following steps: 

 

 

1. Clean files – listening to audio while cleaning to get better contextual understanding. This process is done 

in Word, not in Nvivo. Although you can edit files when they are in Nvivo, I found it best to do all editing 

outside of the program.  

 

2. Importing files – in this case, only one type of file was imported (Word Doc.). Nvivo is able to import a 

diverse set of files including videos, photos, pdf’s, SPSS and Excel files, survey's via "Survey 

Monkey", and many others. The program allows you to code even on photos and video also allowing you 

to make comments wherever wanted (watching a tutorial video is best for importing other non-Word files 

as coding it is slightly different) 

 

3. Demographic and other data – in order to fully understand the context of interviews and data, it could be 

important to input demographic data into Nvivo early on using "cases" and "classifications" (because I did 

not include this data it would be good to look at a tutorial video for this). This information will help inform 

the creation of themes and connections between data. Once imputed, the "Matrix or Crosstab query" tool 

may be used to analyze the data based on demographics. For example, if you wanted to find out how people 

of a certain income-level talked about “wellbeing” (a code), you could do an income-based search.  

 

4. Creating themes – going through each file while listening to audio creating main or broad themes (codes 

that quotations or “bits” will be under). In this step it is important to start large, not focusing too much on 

the details but looking for main themes that come uniquely from each file. The first time doing this, it is not 

important to make connections between files, rather it is better to let each document speak for itself. This 
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step is done 2-3 times. By the third time, connections between files may be looked at. (Note: try not to take 

too much time with this as themes will get shifted around or change throughout the process) 

 

 1st time through: very broad overview. Making general themes as you go through each file. Still 

gaining contextual knowledge. 

 2nd time through: 

o  Looking at details in each file creating codes or sub-themes. Try to make some 

connections between files 

 3rd time through:  

o Might not be necessary, but could be if themes do not seem adequate or connect well 

among files.  

o If needed, go through details of each. Easier to create themes that connect to others as 

general knowledge of all files should now be strong.  

o Tidy up themes so that the ones that seem to have the strongest connections between all 

files are left. (Again, do not worry too much about this as some themes will likely change 

throughout the process). 

 

5. Coding – this is the most time consuming step as it involves going through the files a few times looking in 

detail for quotations that may answer the research question and/or lines up with other information gathered 

in the literature review. Some quotations may be more important than others, but in the beginning it is 

better to code everything that seems important. Coding involves connecting quotations to the main themes 

but also creating new themes that may come out of the detailed information. The “query” and “matrix” tool 

may be used here to find out what phrases or words are used the most in single files or all of them.  

 Good to use the method outlined in step 4, going through files 2-3 times in close detail assigning 

quotations to codes. 

 

6. Making initial relationships and “Combing” – After going through the files a few times for coding, it is 

important to go through the codes and determine which quotations are most important and connect with the 

other files. This also involves assessing themes and codes to determine which ones are most important, 

possibly deleting those that are on the fringes. 

 Assessment of importance, or “combing” may be done by looking at how many quotations are 

coded at a theme. Codes with 3 or less quotations are likely non-important compared to some that 

may have 10 or more (with more files these numbers will be higher). However, the context of the 

quotations must be looked at to understand importance. 

  Literature or other triangulation information should be considered in this process.  

 “Hurricane thinking” may be used here to assess importance of quotes and codes as they relate to 

the research question (Kirby, Greaves, & Reid, 2006).  

  Preliminary relationships may be made and quotations coded to them. 

 

7. Making or clarifying relationships – after solidifying relevant codes, relationships between them may be 

made or clarified. These relationships may have been made along the way as the researcher notices 

common connections and wants to keep track of them. If none have been made thus far codes will need to 

be looked at in detail again.  

 Through the use of the “Relationships” tab on the left side of the screen, connections may be made 

that can be used in the generation of maps and reports. 

 Quotations may also be coded to these relationships. Different explorations of relationships can be 

done through charts. 

 Assessment of the most important relationships should be straightforward at this point. Those that 

are most important will clearly give shape to the answer of the research question and will 

ultimately inform the results presented. If visualization is needed, “hurricane thinking” can be 

used again to help determine which codes and relationships are most important.  

 Also a good idea to take a break from the data and come back at a later date as distance can help 

give a fresh look into the data. 
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8. At this point it would be good to go over and finalize everything as now results may be produced using 

themes, relationships, demographic data, triangulation data, and anything else that may be relevant.  

 

9. Results – researchers may now present their results in any way they see fit. Use of the “reports” feature 

may be used at this point. It is good practice to use direct quotes in a results document (this may mean 

cleaning up quotes in order to make it “readable”). In the conclusion, recommendations or an overall 

summary of the results may be given.  

 

 

 It is important to note that good qualitative research involves the researcher taking time away from the data 

in order to gain a different perspective and analyze their own position in regards to the data. Reflexivity is key in 

analyzing what position and biases the researcher holds in order that they may be either put aside or recognized 

within the research (Finlay, 2002).  
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Appendix B. Questions to guide a conversation about financial 
wellbeing & literacy 
15 October 2018  

 

Approach 

The purpose of these questions are to understand more about the participant’s financial wellbeing, literacy, and 
their understanding of these concepts. These questions are intended as a guide and as a means of hearing our 
participant’s voice. Audio recording and taking notes is an advisable approach. In order to audio record be sure to 
get participant’s consent by going through the appropriate consent form. The interview will last 45-60 minutes. If 
the participant does not understand a term, please invite them to define it as they wish. If necessary, the 
interviewer can define it and please note that in the write-up.  
 
Preliminary questions 

These questions are intended to ‘set the stage’ of the interview and to begin the conversation and to get the 

participant to begin thinking and sharing about their finances. The responses can be used to tailor subsequent 

questions.  

1. How knowledgeable do you feel about your finances?  

a. In order to encourage the participant to share more you might ask the following: Do you feel ‘in 

control’ of your finances? Do you feel confident about your finances? When financial emergencies 

occur, can you respond?  

 

2. Where did you learn how to manage your finances? Were there particular lessons you learned as a kid or as an 

adult? 

a. In order to encourage the participant to share more you might ask the following:  

i. When? 

ii. From whom?  

 

3. In order to encourage the participant to share more you might ask the following (Note that these are 

components of a common fin lit definition) For instance, where did you learn about the following, 

a. Tracking finances (define) 

b. Budgeting (define) 

c. Saving/Using credit (define) 

d. Planning your finances, anticipating changes, & protecting yourself (define).  

 

Financial wellbeing & literacy  

4. What does financial wellbeing mean to you?  

a. Encourage the participant to share their thoughts 

b. If needed, in order to encourage the participant to share more, you might ask the following: What are 

the components of financial wellbeing, in your mind?  

i. If necessary, possible prompts: Is fin wellbeing related to meeting life goals? To making ends 

meet? To saving money for certain goals?  

 

5. How could your financial wellbeing improve?  

a. Encourage the participant to share their views including what ‘financial wellbeing’ means to them  

b. Then ask the following, 

i. How might tracking your finances (like you do in the diaries project) help?  

ii. How might budgeting (setting up a weekly/monthly financial table listing income on one side, 

and that would be equal to, spending on the other side) help?  

iii. How might regularly saving money help?  
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iv. How might careful use of credit help?  

v. How might planning your longer term finances (e.g., planning for big purchase, new job, 

retirement) help?  

 

6. To what extent do you think the following factors affect your financial wellbeing? 

a. What role does active saving play in your financial wellbeing?  

b. What role does not borrowing for daily living expenses play in your financial wellbeing?  

c. What role does restraining your spending play in your financial wellbeing? 

d. What role does confidence in your ability to manage your finances play a role in your financial 

wellbeing?   

 

7. Are there any other thoughts you have about your financial wellbeing or how to achieve it?  
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Appendix C. Interview Consent form (AUDIO RECORDING) 
26 July 2018 

 
Purpose of the study 

We want to understand the financial dynamics of vulnerable Canadian households in a rapidly changing socio-

economic context. This includes understanding the barriers and opportunities that people face in trying to improve 

their financial and overall well-being.  

What are financial diaries? 

The core quantitative Diary questions will ask participants to report, on a weekly basis about income, spending, 

saving, and borrowing. At our first few meetings we will also ask about large items you own (assets) or money you 

owe (liabilities). We will also ask some open-ended questions. We will ask participants to share about challenges 

and opportunities with their finances and ask how the Diaries process is affecting them (or not). We will also ask 

participants to share their longer-term financial and life goals.  

Why am I being asked to participate in this study? 

You have been selected, because you fit the criterion with respect to household income and/or because your 

household character fits the criteria. 

What will happen during the study? 

If you are willing to participate in this study, we will meet with you regularly for 30-60 minutes for 12 months. We 

plan to take notes about the meeting and we may audio record the conversation. If we audio record the 

conversation we will tell you when we start it and when we stop it. We want to learn about your finances and your 

thoughts and feelings about finances. We will also ask you about finances affecting the household.  

Please discuss the goals of this project with the other adult member(s) of the household so that you are able to 

provide financial information on their income and expenses. 

What are the risks of participating in the study?   

The risks involved in participating in this study are minimal. It is not likely that you will experience discomfort from 

the interview because questions are geared toward understanding your finances. You do not need to answer 

questions that you do not want to answer or any that make you feel uncomfortable. We describe below the steps 

we are taking to protect your privacy. 

What are the benefits of participating in the study?   

Currently, there is very little information available on the financial lives of low-income and financially vulnerable 

Canadians. Better quality financial data as produced in this study may lead to policy change to assist vulnerable 

Canadians. It’s our hope that participating in this study may allow you to understand your finances more fully.  

Will I get a payment for participating in the study? 

Yes. Each time we meet, we will provide a $10 honorarium for your participation.  

Who will know what I said in this interview? 
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The anonymity of the information you provide is important to us. We will not report your financial transactions to 

any government office. In the interview, we will record notes on paper and/or using a computer. We will assign a 

number to your household financial data and store this information in a computer. This number cannot be used to 

identify you. Your name will be stored separately. Paper interviews will be stored at the Menno Simons College 

Campus of the Canadian Mennonite University and computer information, including audio files, will be protected 

by a password. One year after the report is written, the information you provide will be destroyed.  

We may wish to use a quote from your interview, meaning repeating some words exactly as you said them, in the 

study report. We will not identify you with the quote.  

What if I don’t want to be in this study or decide to leave the study? 

It is your choice to be part of the study, your participation is voluntary. If you decide to participate in the study, 

you can stop for any reason, even after signing the consent form. If you decide not to be involved in the study, 

there are no consequences to you. You can also decide later that you don’t want your information, including the 

audio recordings, in the report.  If you choose not to participate, the information you have provided will be 

destroyed unless you say we can use it. If you do not want to answer some of the questions you do not have to, 

but you can still be in the study.  

What will happen at the end of the study? 

When all of the interviews are complete, the answers will be put together in a report to understand the 

experiences of people who participated in the study. We will ask some of our participants to share their thoughts 

on a draft report before we finalize it. We will send you a copy of this report.  

 
Questions about the study: 

Do you have any questions about the study? If you have questions or want more information about the study 

itself, please contact: 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Jerry Buckland      
Menno Simons College      
Canadian Mennonite University    
Winnipeg, Manitoba     
(204) 953-3859      
E-mail: j.buckland@uwinnipeg.ca; jbuckland@cmu.ca   

This study has been reviewed by the Canadian Mennonite University Ethics Review Committee and received ethics 

clearance. If you have concerns or complaints about this project, you can contact the above named person or the 

Chair of the Ethics Review Committee, Dr. Delmar Epp, at depp@cmu.ca or by phone at (204) 487-3300.  

CONSENT 

 I have read the information presented in the information letter about a study being 

conducted by Dr. Jerry Buckland of Menno Simons College, Canadian Mennonite University.    

 I have been able to ask questions about my participation in this study and to receive answers 

to my questions.   

 I understand that if I agree to participate in this study, I may withdraw from the study at any 

time.  

 I have been given a copy of this form.  

mailto:j.buckland@uwinnipeg.ca
mailto:jbuckland@cmu.ca
mailto:depp@cmu.ca
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 I agree to participate in the study. 

To receive a copy of the report, please print your email address: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Name of Participant (Printed) ___________________________________ 

Signature: ______________________________________  

Date: ________________________ 

Name of Research Assistant conducting interview: ______________________________ 

Signature of interviewer: ___________________________________________________ 

 


